for the period of the anlaysiso
Comparison of Radar Returns, Depletions, and Phase Fluctuations for 2 Days
We now examine several case study events that occurred during the MISETA campaign period.
Octobee 3
The most spectacular plume that developed in this period was that of October 3; krregularifies reached altitudes over 1400 km (Figure 4 ). At Jicamarca, the plume development started in a classical manner with a thin layer at 200 km at 2000 local standard time (LST) (0100 UT). The irregularity layer height rose to a•most 400 krn by 0300 UT. Just before 0300 UT, a fully developed structure appeared. The structure was maintained at intense levels until 0500 UT and remained strong at high altitudes until the end of the radar observations at 0700 UT. .......................... In examining a site south of Jicamarca, we found that the GPS data from Santiago, Chile, at 17.7 ø dip latitude, showed evidence of phase fluctuations between 0250 and 0400 UT on October 3. These were noted on paths equatorward of the station. For the MISETA period this was extremely rare; only on October 5 were fluctuations observed which reached a very high altitude and could be traced along a field line to the higher latitude of Santiago. , , , In an attempt to fully utilize the GPS data, we have developed three-dimensional maps of total electron content as a function of local time and latitude. An example is shown in Figure 10 The development of plumes of extremely high altitudes has been described in previous studies of airglow depletion effects [Sahai et al., 1994] . A particularly good example was noted on October 3 in the MISETA period. Analysis of other storms in periods of low solar flux revealed a similar pattern of production of turbulence. The January 18, 1995 storm was an even more dramatic example with phase fluctuations produced at dip latitudes of over 20 ø south.
In principle, it might be possible to use radar data and wind-induced plasma drift patterns to forecast irregularity activity for a particular location. For plumes the development follows the sunset line; once developed the wind pattern moves the irregularities eastward. The data set for the MISETA period indicates considerable differences not only from day-to-day but across relatively short longitudinal baselines. There are highly localized effects that may lead to gross differences between sites only 5. 
